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Abstract. COASTAL is a program analysis tool for Java programs. It
combines concolic execution and fuzz testing in a framework with built-in
concurrency, allowing the two approaches to cooperate naturally.

1 Verification Approach and Software Architecture

COASTAL analyses Java bytecode with an approach that combines concolic
execution and fuzz testing in a unified framework. It uses the ASM bytecode
manipulation library [2] to add code to compiled class files to monitor and inter-
act with the system under test (SUT). The concurrent COASTAL components
that carry out the analysis are shown in Figure 1:

– Multiple divers (for concolic analysis) execute the SUT with different con-
crete input values. A diver run is triggered when a vector of concrete input
values is added to the diver input queue d

in or both. Instrumentation injects the input values into the SUT.

– To share information between components, discovered execution paths are
stored in a shared execution tree known as the pathtree. The pathtree keeps
track of which sub-trees have been fully explored. The pathtree data struc-
ture allows for efficient concurrent updates.
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Unlike the divers — that instrument every bytecode instruction — only the
outcomes of branching points are recorded. The “path condition” produced by
a surfer is therefore a series of (mostly binary) choices that can be added to
the pathtree; it lacks any details about the reason for the choice (for example,
instead of “x > 5” it may simply record “false”), but the shape of the path is
preserved. Multiple divers and multiple surfers are deployed concurrently and
operate interactively.

Hybrid strategies.More advanced strategies can combine concolic and fuzzing
analysis to exploit the strengths of both approaches: surfers (fuzzing) can rapidly
explore new territory of the execution space, while divers (concolic) can investi-
gate hard-to-reach corners. Such hybrid strategies enqueue (semi-)random inputs
on s
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